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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

In August 2019, the American Society of Human Genetics (ASHG) undertook a review of the academic 
literature and national polls/surveys on the topic of public attitudes toward genetic research. The articles and 
poll reports included in the review were published primarily between 2009 and 2019, with a few sources 
dating back to 2004. In all, the project reviewed 97 academic articles and 28 polls. The respondents to all polls 
were members of the U.S. public. Most articles covered in the literature review also addressed American 
public attitudes; however, a small number of articles are included describing particularly relevant studies of 
the general population attitudes in other western nations.  

• U.S. public awareness of the field of genetics was high. The public was consistently found to hold positive 
attitudes toward genetics research and optimistic views of its potential to improve human health through 
disease prevention, risk detection and related behavior modifications. 

• These positive attitudes existed despite the fact that knowledge among the public about genetics was 
generally low. Studies have found no clear pattern in assessing links between level of genetic knowledge 
and attitude toward genetics. 

• Positive attitudes, however, depended on the area of genetics and how genetic technologies will be 
applied. Genetic testing and other technologies that lead to detection, prevention, and/or treatment of 
disease are viewed very favorably, particularly those where testing can be followed by clinical action. In 
contrast, the public expresses negative attitudes toward the use of technologies for sex selection, cosmetic 
features, or to “screen” for characteristics such as low IQ or homosexuality. 

• On direct-to-consumer genetic testing, a few studies have observed that the most extreme scenarios 
predicted have not materialized—neither the great improvements in positive health behaviors nor the 
severe emotional distress, misunderstanding of results, or undue burden on the health system. 

• The most common system-level concerns about genetic testing and use of genetics in medicine focused 
on privacy, potential discrimination by insurers/employers, and cost/insurance coverage. As noted in 
one study, “For many people, concerns about privacy may not be an absolute deal-breaker that precludes 
participation in research but, rather, may be one of a list of several pros and cons that are weighed in 
deciding whether or not to participate.” 

• The American public supported gene editing in certain instances—for instance, to improve someone’s 
health—but shows low support for editing to boost IQ, appearance, or abilities, or for editing genes 
before birth, unless it might reduce the risk of serious disease. Most Americans favored gene therapy for 
clinical use in patients with serious disease. Most did not support editing in human embryos or germline 
cells, but the level of opposition varied depending on its goals. 

• While there were limited data on concepts such as pharmacogenetics and epigenetics, some reports 
suggested the public understood the ideas, even when those terms were new to them, and there was 
interest in understanding how they would influence health and disease. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
 

The following report summarizes the findings from the literature and polling data review undertaken by ASHG. 
Findings are structured around the main topics that emerged in the review. A list of references follows the 
report. 

 

I. Genetic and Genomic Research: General Public Awareness and Knowledge 
 

Literature Review 

Public awareness of genetics was high, even though clear understanding of the field was not. 

In the publications we reviewed, all were consistent in finding that U.S. public opinion was positive about 
genetic research where there were clear medical benefits. Despite generally low knowledge levels, the public 
held optimistic views toward this field of research, particularly its potential to improve human health through 
disease prevention, risk detection, and related health behavior modifications.  

In one 2019 study, roughly 2,000 Jackson and Framingham study participants described their views of genetic 
research as “hopeful” (60-70%), “optimistic” (44-64%), “enthusiastic” (35-43%), or “excited” (28-30%). Fewer 
used negative words such as “cautious” (35-43%), “concerned” (25-55%), “worried” (6-13%) and “pessimistic” 
(2-5%). (Saylor et al., 2019) 

Greater knowledge of genetics did not always translate to more positive attitudes. Some studies showed 
limited associations of knowledge level with attitudes, while others suggested that individuals with greater 
knowledge had greater concerns about genetic technologies and less positive attitudes about their widespread 
use. (Carver, 2017) According to Etchegary (2014), “a well-informed public may in fact be more discriminating 
and display a critical attitude toward specific issues within science, particularly those of a socially or morally 
sensitive nature.” A number of research teams concluded that personal values and experiences played a 
significant role in shaping beliefs and attitudes about genetics. 

Most studies found genetic knowledge among urban populations to be stronger than in rural populations. 
Knowledge levels also varied among racial/ethnic groups and across educational attainment and income levels. 

 

Polling Data Review 

The polls reviewed focused on specific aspects of genetic research, rather than genetics in general. 

 

II. Genetic Testing: Clinical & Direct-to-Consumer 
 

Literature Review 

As with attitudes toward genetic research broadly, public attitudes toward genetic testing were highly 
favorable for health purposes. However, the public did have concerns (summarized in Section IV).  
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Many studies included in this review identified a relationship between knowledge of and attitudes about 
genetic testing and willingness to participate in it. Often, individuals with less knowledge were more 
supportive of genetic testing than were those with greater knowledge, and those with lower education levels 
were more optimistic about the potential of genetic testing to address human disease. 

Barriers to participating in genetic testing included lack of awareness of the tests, confidentiality concerns and 
difficulty of accessing genetic testing. 

Genetic testing and other technologies that lead to detection, prevention and/or treatment of disease were 
viewed very favorably, particularly when they can lead to clinical action. In contrast, the public held negative 
views on the use of technologies for cosmetic features, sex selection, or preventing or diagnosing low IQ or 
homosexuality. (Etchegary, 20141) 

A 2019 Dutch study found that the acceptability of genetic testing, consideration of it and intent to be tested 
were stronger among those with lower knowledge of genetic principles. Younger age groups were more likely 
to find genetic testing acceptable and consider being tested. (Stewart et al., 20182) Similar patterns have been 
observed in the U.S. public. 

In a review of 21 studies with 3,934 parents, parents held largely positive views about genetic testing for their 
children. Childhood genetic testing was seen by most parents as beneficial. (Lim et al., 20173)  

In a 2015 national survey, 60% of Americans expressed interest in genome sequencing (GS), and parents 
expressed similar interest in GS for themselves (61.8%) and their children (57.8%). The survey found a strong 
link between conservative ideology and lower interest in GS. No significant link was noted between race and 
interest in WGS. (Dodson et al., 2015) 

In a 2018 analysis of the National Cancer Institute’s annual Health Information National Trends Survey (HINTS), 
2011-2014, rural residents were less likely to be aware of genetic testing. (Salloum et al., 2018) In contrast, a 
small 2019 qualitative study among rural residents found that most were aware of and had a positive view of 
genetic testing. Yet over half were concerned about insurers accessing the results and said the lack of access to 
testing and/or genetic counseling nearby was a barrier. (Fogleman et al., 20194)  

In one survey, 65% responded that clinicians should be involved in explaining genetic test results. (Almeling & 
Gadarian, 2014) 

Direct-to-Consumer Testing 

The number of people globally who have taken a DTC genetic test tops 25 million, according to the two largest 

 
1 Limitations/future research: The breadth of literature on public attitudes about genetic testing and genomic technologies, with its 
varied measures, makes comparisons across studies difficult. Most research designs are cross-sectional and not guided by a formal 
attitude theory, hindering observation of attitude changes over time. Still in its infancy, research on behavioral effects of providing 
genetic risk information for complex, common disease should be a priority. Research is needed to assess if and how understanding of 
genomic risk can favorably influence health outcomes—ideally using systematic steps to overcome methodological weaknesses of first-
generation studies (e.g., small sample sizes, retrospective designs and restricted populations). Health communication research is 
needed to learn what information fosters accurate understanding and interpretation of genomic information, across varying health 
literacy levels. Most studies of beliefs and attitudes about genetics, first, have not engaged with scientific theories of attitude/belief 
formation; second, have not focused on changing trends in attitudes and beliefs; and third, have not fully explored aspects of attitudes 
that may have implications for genetic health services or policies. Public opinion and engagement research are critical for informed 
debate and input on integrating genomic technologies into healthcare and realizing personalized medicine’s promise. 
2 Limitations: Many respondents had not previously heard of DTC genetic testing. An introduction to the topic was included at the 
beginning of the survey. Many respondents had to base their answers on this brief description, and so their responses were likely 
intuitive. Further, given the phenomenon of intention-behavior gap, the factors this study associated with consideration and intent may 
not reflect factors of actual uptake. 
3 Limitations/further research: Parents’ education level, genetic status, sex and sociodemographic status were associated with reported 
attitudes; this yielded some conflicting findings, indicating the need for further research.  
4 Limitations: The small sample size did not allow for exploring differences in knowledge, attitudes and perceived barriers by 
demographic characteristics. The sample may not be representative of rural populations elsewhere (e.g., the majority of participants 
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providers: 23andMe (10 million customers) and Ancestry.com (15 million). Other, emerging companies (e.g., 
Habit, Promethease) urge consumers to share test results so that these companies can do other analyses of 
the data. (A 23andMe-GSK partnership is analyzing data of customers who opt-in.)  

While promotion and discussion of direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing may seem ubiquitous, a number 
of studies found awareness of it to be hovering below 50%. According to a 2018 analysis of HINTS, 2007-2014, 
the percentage of Americans who were aware of direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing was 30.6% in 2007, 
peaked at 48.9% in 2012 and declined to 38.4% in 2014. Awareness was greater among those who use the 
Internet and have higher incomes, more education, and health insurance. Only in 2011 and 2014 did 
awareness differ significantly by race or ethnicity. From 2007 to 2014, the awareness gap decreased between 
older and younger age groups. However, the gap is growing between Internet users and non-users: Internet 
users showed much higher awareness of DTC genetic testing since 2012 and by 2014 were twice as likely to 
know about it. Rural residents were much less likely to be aware of DTC testing than urban residents. (Apathy 
et al., 20185) 

Regarding fears of negative psychological effects from DTC testing, an analysis of studies using data from the 
Impact of Personal Genomics (PGen) study found that anxiety, distress, and worry were low or absent after 
receiving results, and even that effect faded in time. For example, the analysis cited Bloss et al., 2013, as 
finding no significant test-related distress (TRD) immediately after receiving results and, even so, a significant 
decrease in TRD between three months and one year afterward (score of >8 and >23 points on avoidance and 
intrusion subscales indicate “some impact” and “clinically relevant distress,” respectively; 1-year FU = 1.2 ± 3.4, 
96.8% scored <8, and 99.7% scored <23). (Stewart et al., 20186) On the other hand, 38% of DTC testing users 
said they had not considered the possibility of unwanted information before purchasing these services. 
(Roberts et al., 2017) 

Academic reviews found generally high levels of interest in testing in a clinical setting. Factors strongly 
associated with awareness, knowledge and interest in clinical genetic testing included being more educated, 
female, white, married, and having a family history of cancer. (Peterson et al., 20187) 

In a 2017 study of 941 customers of two personal genomic testing companies, participants supported including 
genetic information in medical records (28%) and restricting testing to clinical settings (14%). Those who 
perceived elevated risk from their results showed lower support for expanded availability and incorporation of 
PGT into health care. Those upset by their results were less likely to support access to DTC products without a 
medical professional. (Gollust et al., 20178) 

A 2015 survey of 1,093 customers of 23andme and Pathway Genomics found that most could correctly 
interpret hypothetical genetic test results. Genetic knowledge and numeracy were strongly associated with 
comprehension, suggesting that genetic knowledge alone may be insufficient without numeracy. As of 2015, 
DTC genetic testing customers tended to be well educated, with strong numeracy skills and genetic 

 
had at least some college education). Those who consent to participate in a genetic study are likely to be knowledgeable and hold more 
favorable views toward genetic testing. This study did not differentiate the implications of testing for single known gene mutations vs. 
multiplex gene panels.  
5 Limitations: Assessing DTC testing awareness via a single HINTS question is a coarse indicator. HINTS cannot track people over time 
and may suffer from nonresponse and selection biases. Selection bias may limit generalizability. 
6 Limitations may exist in the primary studies: Reported estimates largely are not compared to control; social desirability and self-
reporting may have led to reporting bias and overestimated effects; percentages of positive lifestyle changes and sharing with a 
healthcare provider may have been underestimated; five publications’ participants were considered “non-actual” consumers of testing; 
some meta-analyses drew on just a few studies; and meta-analyses showed great heterogeneity, and no subgroup analyses were 
possible on follow-up duration. 
7 Limitations: Studies reviewed had little focus on minorities, limiting generalizability across diverse populations. We did not capture 
communication, behavioral and clinical research not covered in a systematic/scoping review.  
8 Limitations: The PGen sample is subject to volunteer bias. Most participants bought a PGT product, so support for direct access is not 
surprising. Pathway participants were offered subsidized testing, so representation and selection bias may be enhanced. All survey 
research faces potential response bias. The questions are not directly comparable to other studies that worded items differently. 
Subjective responses may be subject to recall bias. 
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knowledge—thus not representative of the U.S. population. The authors wrote that “the misinterpretation 
that did occur may be magnified if PGT [personal genomic testing] expands out to sectors of the population 
with lower genetic knowledge and numeracy skills.” (Ostergren et al., 20159) 

The ability of DTC personal genomic testing to prompt health behavior change may be limited by the relatively 
small changes to risk perceived by recipients of these test results. (Carere et al., 201510) 

A 2013 review of studies of consumer views/experiences and surveys of relevant health care providers found 
that neither the health benefits envisioned by DTC genetic testing proponents (e.g., great improvements in 
positive health behavior) nor the worst fears of its critics (e.g., severe emotional distress, misunderstanding of 
results, burden on health system) had materialized. (Roberts et al., 201411) 

 

Polling Data Review 

Americans’ opinions of genetic testing were assessed most recently in an Associated Press/NORC poll (June 
2018). Americans were interested in DNA testing to discover ancestry but skeptical of the tests’ ability to 
predict disease or guide medical treatment. Only 17% have had genetic testing, but over half of those who 
have not were interested in being tested. Motivations for testing included learning about their ethnic heritage 
(65%) and their children’s disease risk (39%). Although DTC testing company marketing budgets have 
increased, 54% of Americans said they have heard little or nothing about genetic testing.  

In a poll from NPR-Truven (December 2017), just 29% said they or family members had considered genetic 
testing. Those most interested were under age 35. The top reason for testing was genealogy (30%). Of those 
tested through a doctor, the top reason was to help with a diagnosis (31%). Half of those who had been tested 
said a physician prescribed the test, while 49% ordered a DTC test. The number who had ordered a genetic test 
declined from 55% in a similar 2016 NPR-Truven poll to 47% in 2017. 

A May 2017 survey found that DTC genetic test users were enthusiastic about expanded access to genetic 
testing (89.9%), and just 27.8% said they wanted increased government regulation. Users who sought testing 
to gauge disease risk were more supportive of incorporating genetic tests into medical care and less supportive 
of access to testing without medical professionals. 

In July 2018, Genetics in Medicine published physicians’ perspectives on “unsolicited genomic results,” as more 
patients have begun taking DTC test results to their physicians. Doctors saw the need for clear, evidence-based 
paths for response and for clinical decision support. They worry about patients’ anxiety, false reassurance, lack 
of clinical utility, workflow issues and lack of payment for that work time. 

A 2011 Yale-Syracuse-YouGov survey found that 65% of respondents agreed that “medical professionals 
should be involved in explaining test results,” which runs counter to practices of most DTC companies. 

 
9 Limitations: Sample was not representative of the U.S. population. The test scenarios may have limitations: the 
comprehension scale was not formally validated; fewer items were used to test comprehension of pharmaco-genomic 
than disease and carrier status results; and the analysis did not explore how people understand their own test results. 
10 Limitations include potential selection bias. Responses could be influenced by baseline participant characteristics in 
ways that are not evident here. The study had limited ability to explore the impact of receiving an estimate of below-
average cancer risk. Findings are not generalizable to other forms of genetic testing. 
11 Limitations: DTC genetic testing literature has overly relied on descriptive (vs. hypothesis-driven), atheoretical studies, 
convenience samples and mock test scenarios. Genetic testing literature has long shown incongruence in hypothetical vs. 
actual responses to testing. Literature from psychology suggests a tendency for people to overrate the intensity and 
duration of their emotional reaction to future events, such as receiving genetic risk information. 
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III. Gene Editing 
 

Literature Review 

The U.S. public supports gene editing for some uses (e.g., to improve health) but less so for boosting IQ, 
appearance or abilities, or for editing genes before birth other than to reduce risk of serious disease. 

A major study, published in 2016, surveyed 12,500+ participants from 185 countries. It found overall support 
(59.0%) for “the use of gene editing in children and adults to cure life-threatening illnesses.” They also found 
support (59.4%) for “gene editing to cure debilitating diseases.” (The authors note these findings contrast with 
an earlier U.S.-Canada survey showing greater support for lifesaving purposes but less, for less severe disease.) 
In the 2016 study, 43.3% disagreed with gene editing for reasons other than health. Of those who agreed, 
when asked about specific traits, 68.0% supported gene editing to improve intelligence; 58.4%, to improve 
strength or athletic ability; and 51.3%, to modify appearance—all of which is consistent with earlier studies. On 
the impact of demographics, the authors write: 

• “We did not find an association between self-reported wealth and support or resistance to gene editing in 
humans, but participants from countries with high Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita were generally 
more supportive of all health-related applications of gene editing …” 

• “We found a strong association between level of education and an increased acceptance of gene editing to 
treat diseases. Specifically, respondents who had completed tertiary education were 65% more likely to 
agree with gene editing for health-related purposes, compared to respondents who received no formal 
education.” (McCaughey et al., 201612) 

A new analysis, published in 2019, of the above data set found that “public resistance to human somatic or 
embryonic gene editing does not stem from an inherent mistrust of genome modification, but rather a desire 
for greater understanding.” Firm support existed for gene editing for health purposes in somatic and 
embryonic cells but low support for “eugenic manipulation.” (McCaughey et al., 201913) 

In a 2016 STAT-Harvard survey, only 35% of Americans supported therapeutic treatment of “unborn babies,” 
and a 2016 Pew Research Center poll found that only 31% were not worried by therapy that changed a baby’s 
genetic makeup and could be passed to future generations. In a 2016-2017 YouGov survey, 59% expressed 
some support for human genome editing to treat medical conditions or restore health, but only 39% expressed 
support for enhancing human abilities. Nearly half said gene editing was less acceptable if it “changed the 
genetic makeup of the whole population.” Two-thirds saw somatic (64%) and germline therapy (65%) as 
acceptable, but far fewer found germline (26%) and somatic enhancement (39%) acceptable. (Scheufele et al., 
2017) 

According to a 2016 analysis, “Over the course of the past 30 years, a majority of the public has expressed 

 
12 Limitations/future research: Online surveys allow for rapid collation of opinions on a large scale; however, this 
approach has inherent limitations and recruitment biases. Translation into multiple languages may have introduced 
additional biases. Individuals were not examined for understanding of the concepts involved, so all respondents may not 
have fully comprehended the questions, potentially affecting data quality, so results should be interpreted with some 
caution. Future, population-based study could help explore the opinions of a specific population with fewer recruitment 
and selection biases, increasing generalizability of results. Qualitative research could allow more in-depth investigation of 
attitudes of under-represented demographic groups. 
13 Limitations: Results represent general trends across broad demographics; the demographic classifications used 
represent heterogeneous groups, whose motivations and influences cannot be captured with one open-ended question. 
Despite the large-scale collection enabled by online surveys, this method has limitations and recruitment biases, e.g., no 
exposure to people not on social media and, in this case, a gender bias favoring male respondents. 
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approval of gene therapy for improving the health of the person being treated, such as by curing a fatal or 
usually fatal disease (65 to 87%) or by reducing the risk of a fatal disease developing later in life (77 to 78%).”  
A majority also approve of gene editing to keep children from inheriting certain diseases, such as a usually fatal 
genetic disease (84%) or a non-fatal birth defect (66 to 77%). However, in this timeframe, majorities have not 
supported gene editing to improve intelligence (33 to 44% approve) or to enhance physical traits or 
appearance (25 to 44% approve). (Blendon et al., 201614) 

 

Polling Data Review 

A 2018 AP/NORC poll found that Americans favored gene editing to prevent disease or disability but strongly 
opposed gene technology to change appearance, intelligence, or athletic ability.  

A 2018 Pew Research Center poll found that, despite some skepticism, most Americans expected gene editing 
to pave the way for medical advances that will benefit society as a whole (60% very/fairly likely).  

A 2017 University of Wisconsin/YouGov poll in 2017 found that Americans think scientists should consult the 
public before applying gene editing to humans. The study’s author expected the public to draw a line at 
germline editing—edits that would be passed to future generations. However, support only dropped for 
editing for enhancement, rather than health. From a 2017 American Heart Association survey, scientists 
agreed that the public should be consulted before gene editing is used to treat human embryos.  

Pew’s 2016 American Trends Research Panel found that Americans were more worried than enthusiastic about 
gene editing to change human capabilities. This poll asked “if you had a baby,” rather than any baby (48% 
definitely or probably would want gene editing to change human capabilities for “their” baby). On the morality 
of gene editing to give healthy babies a much-reduced risk of serious illness, 28% found it acceptable; 30% did 
not. Acceptability varied if the gene effects were not passed on to future generations (34% said more 
acceptable, 40% no difference). This finding was similar to Pew Research’s 2014 poll, where just 15% said 
changing genetic characteristics to make a baby more intelligent is an appropriate use of medical advances, 
and 46% said it would be appropriate to reduce risk of serious illness. (In this poll Pew asked about any baby, 
rather than asking respondents to consider their own baby.) 

Last, a 2015 poll from the Wilson Center/Hart Research Associates found Americans to be ambivalent about 
precision genetic editing and that many supported a moratorium on human-based research. 

 
14 Limitations/future research: Many of the relevant polling questions asked during the past three decades lack the 
precision that scientists might prefer; such imprecision suggests that many of the key issues are difficult for the public to 
understand. To obtain a full and accurate picture of the state of public opinion, we would need a level of public education 
that has not been achieved to date. 
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IV. Concerns: Ethical, Privacy, Discrimination, Stigma, Psychological Harm 
 

Literature Review 

A review of 53 studies involving nearly 43,000 individuals found that respondents often conflated privacy, 
confidentiality, control and security—creating potential for confusion. Respondents were most concerned 
about use of their data by employers, insurers, and government; researchers were seen as trustworthy. Many 
were still willing to undergo genetic testing for research or their health care. Between protecting privacy and 
advancing research, two-thirds said research was more important. Respondents were rarely asked about re-
identification risk. (Clayton et al., 201815) 

In a 2018 analysis of reviews on communication issues in cancer genetic testing (2010-2017), the top system-
level barriers were concerns about privacy, insurance, and test cost. (Peterson et al., 201816) 

A 2008 survey of 4,659 U.S. adults found that privacy concerns varied by type of information, their degree of 
control over access, and potential for harm. African Americans, American Indians, and Alaska Natives, and 
members of two or more races were more likely to be concerned. While 90% had privacy concerns, less than 
half of those feared their data would be used against them. They worried more about government accessing 
their data than researchers; sharing data with pharmaceutical companies was even less palatable. The authors 
wrote, “For many people, concerns about privacy may not be an absolute deal-breaker that precludes 
participation in research but, rather, may be one of a list of several pros and cons that are weighed in deciding 
whether or not to participate.” (Kaufman et al., 200917) 

 

Polling Data Review 

In the December 2018 AP/NORC poll, 52% said the unethical use of gene editing is very likely, and 45% thought 
it very likely that gene editing will lead to unintended effects on human evolution. Cost was also a concern, as 
few think it likely most people will be able to afford the technology.  

Americans were more likely to anticipate negative than positive effects from gene editing, according to a 2018 
Pew Research Center poll. Americans were also skeptical that medical experts fully comprehend the health 
consequences of gene editing: only 36% say medical experts understand this very or fairly well. Americans also 
expected inequality to increase and that gene editing may only be available to the wealthy.  

 
15 Future research: Future studies must conduct more in-depth investigations into which concerns about genetic privacy 
are most salient to people, the social forces that influence those concerns and the contexts that affect individuals’ 
decision making. It is critical to identify social practices that will make collection and use of these data more trustworthy 
for participants and patients—and to identify circumstances that lead people to set aside worries and decide to 
participate in research. 
16 Limitations: see footnote 7. 
17 Limitations/future research: Responses to a cross-sectional survey on participating in a hypothetical study will not 
necessarily correlate with actual behavior, so these results are likely not to be fully accurate in estimating actual genetic 
testing participation rates. This survey was fielded prior to passage of the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 
2008. Actions that the public views as serious misuses of study data, the people whom they deem most likely to commit 
these actions, and what they believe could or should be done to improve public trust and prevent such actions all warrant 
further research. The effects of policy and scientific advances on public views of privacy risks associated with biobank or 
biomedical research participation warrant further investigation.  
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The Personalized Medicine Coalition found, in a May 2018 poll, that Americans’ concerns about personalized 
medicine related to insurance coverage, costs, and potential discrimination. Most were not aware of the 
privacy protections in place to protect them from discrimination.  

NPR-Truven polls found that the proportion of Americans with privacy concerns on genetic testing fell from 
59% in 2016 to 47% in 2017. 

A 2016 Pew Research Center focus group report assessed ways human enhancement could shape America’s 
future. Many worried about biomedical advances boosting the capacities of healthy people, with contingent 
risks and potential for abuse. Views varied by the type of enhancement. A Pew Research 2014 poll found that 
only 15% support changing a baby’s genes for enhancement. 

Asked about expanding newborn screening to include genome sequencing, new parents were optimistic about 
potential benefits and limited harms likely to result; however, they voiced concerns about privacy and control 
over test results. (Pediatrics, 2016) 

In a 2014 YouGov-Huffington Post poll, when Americans were asked how worried they were “that scientific 
research into human or animal DNA might lead to scientists ‘playing god’ with things that should remain 
outside the realm of science,” 35% were very and 37% were somewhat worried. On research to produce 
children with higher intelligence or other special attributes, only 16% were in favor. 

A 2009 study on privacy in biobank research, in The American Journal of Human Genetics, found that concerns 
may deter genetic research participation: 90% were concerned about privacy, 56% were concerned about 
researchers having their data, and 37% worried the data could be used against them. 

 

V. Racial & Ethnic Minority Populations 
 

Literature Review 

A 2018 study noted “very little extant research in CGT [consumer genetic testing] in minority and underserved 
communities.” (Peterson et al., 201818) Studies identified for this ASHG review consistently found lower 
knowledge and awareness of genetic testing among racial/ethnic minorities. Minority populations had more 
concerns than non-Hispanic whites about genetic discrimination, stigma, or a poor medical prognosis but were 
willing to participate in genetic research nonetheless.  

A 2019 review (1997-2017) found lower genetic testing awareness in non-whites, lower knowledge in Blacks 
and Latinos, and more genetic testing concerns among non-whites. (Canedo et al., 2019) 

In nearly all studies noting differences by race or ethnicity, non-whites had more concerns about privacy, more 
desire for control over their data, and less willingness to share data. (Clayton et al., 201819) 

However, a 2019 study in persons of African descent found strong support for the importance of genetic 
research and willingness to participate in research, despite discrimination concerns (Scott et al., 201920) 

According to a 2018 analysis of HINTS data, non-Hispanic whites and Hispanics/Latinos were nearly at parity in 
awareness of DTC genetic testing in 2007; yet, while awareness in whites rose, Hispanics/Latinos stayed 
roughly the same. Awareness of DTC genetic testing was lower in racial/ethnic minorities and rural residents 

 
18 Limitations: see footnote 7. 
19 Future research: see footnote 15. 
20 Future research: Further research on underlying reasons why persons of African descent choose to participate in 
genetic research should be explored and addressed to make research more inclusive and ethically sound. 
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than in non-Hispanic whites and urban residents. Awareness of genetic testing services among rural non-
Hispanic whites was similar to that in urban minorities. (Apathy et al., 201821)  

A 2019 study in African Americans found concerns about specimen donation to biobanks: fear of their 
information being stolen or that specimens could be used for unintended purposes. (Reddy et al., 2019) 

A review of 41 studies (2000-2015) showed low awareness and knowledge of genetic counselling and testing in 
African Americans, Asian Americans, and Hispanics. However, attitudes about genetic testing were generally 
positive, e.g., implications for their health and being able to inform family. Concerns included the emotional 
impact of test results, confidentiality, and discrimination. (Hann et al., 201722) 

A 2014 review found higher levels of suspicion among African Americans. African Americans and Latinos had 
less knowledge of genetic testing than whites and were less likely to have resources for it but had more 
interest in prenatal/adult testing than whites. African Americans were more concerned about discrimination, 
use of their information, and test costs. (Etchegary, 201423) 

 

Polling Data Review 

Public opinion polls on genetic research do not primarily examine racial differences. While most ask 
demographic questions on race, gender, etc., they did not always publish those data. A survey in The American 
Journal of Human Genetics in 2017 about biobank research consent and data sharing found that willingness to 
participate in such research was associated with self-identified white race. 

 

VII. Gene Therapy: Pharmacogenomics & Personalized Medicine 
 

Literature Review 

A 2015 study of pharmacogenomics news stories found the “majority of articles over-stated the benefits of 
pharmacogenetic testing while paying less attention to the associated risks.” The authors wrote, “Of the 96 
included articles, 95 (99%) stated at least one benefit for the application of PGx” (range of 1-7 per article). 
Benefits mentioned in the news stories included helping to establish personalized medicine (86% of articles 
examined), improving drug efficacy (61% of the articles), and improving drug safety (53% of articles). The risks 
mentioned in these same stories included adversely affecting the economic stability of the pharmaceutical 
industry (51% of articles examined), introducing discrimination into medical treatment (33% of articles), and 
loss of privacy and confidentiality for genetic data (24% of articles). (Almomani et al., 201524) 

In a literature analysis, whites were more likely to express interest in pharmacogenomic testing than African 
Americans. (Etchegary, 201425) For example, in one study in that analysis (Diaz et al., 201426), 34.3% of non-
Hispanic whites (NHW) had heard of personalized medicine, vs. 27.8% of non-Hispanic blacks (NHB). For those 
unfamiliar with the term, once personalized medicine was explained to them, there were no statistically 

 
21 Limitations: see footnote 5. 
22 Future research: More detailed research is needed in countries other than the U.S. and across a broader spectrum of 
ethnic minority groups. 
23 Limitations/future research: see footnote 1. 
24 Limitations: Generalizability of findings is limited since the analysis covered only higher-circulation newspapers. In the 
database used, copyrights prevent access to every article. The study was limited to newsprint media. 
25 Limitations/future research: see footnote 1. 
26 Limitations: This study relies on questions about behavioral intent and attitudes, not observed behaviors. This was a 
convenience sample, not randomly selected. It includes only individuals seen in a practice in South Carolina, which has a 
history of complex racial relations, so findings may not be generalizable to other areas of the U.S. 
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significant differences between the two groups in the perceived benefits of personalized medicine: prevention 
of diseases (79.5% NHW, 74.4% NHB), discovery of new treatments (82.2% NWH, 79.5% NHB), and improved 
family planning (65.8% NHW, 79.5% NHB). 

 

Polling Data Review 

Personalized medicine was an unfamiliar concept to most Americans (71%), according to a November 2018 
HealthDay/Harris poll. Of those who were familiar, nearly half (49%) do not understand that it can be more 
successful, with fewer side effects. Most (62%) did not realize it comes with a higher cost. Regardless of 
awareness, around half (48%) thought personalized medicine will lead to more successful treatment and fewer 
side effects. Americans were excited about personalized medicine’s prospects.  

A May 2018 Personalized Medicine Coalition poll found that, while most Americans were unfamiliar with 
personalized medicine, the majority wanted to learn more—matching a similar 2014 Coalition poll. 

A 2012 survey on pharmacogenetic testing, in Pharmacogenomics Journal, found that Americans were 
interested in it to predict side effects (73%-85%), guide dosing (91%), and aid drug selection (92%). In another 
2012 study in the journal, whites expressed positive views of pharmacogenetics for its ability to predict serious 
side effects. 

 

VII. Epigenetics: Genetic Determinism, Genes-Environment Influences 
Literature Review  

While few studies addressed these topics, one interesting finding is that the U.S. public understood genetics 
concepts, such as pharmacogenetics and epigenetics, even when the terms were new to them.  

The relationship between genetic determinism—the idea that genes are destiny—and knowledge and 
attitudes about genetics is unclear: “Perceptions of the relationship between genes and traits are not only 
rooted in people’s knowledge, but also in their values and social practices.” (Carver et al., 201727) 

In a broad literature analysis, the public seemed to understand that disease is not solely caused by genes but 
influenced by environmental and other causes, but the public did not show a clear understanding of gene-
environment interaction or how genetic factors affected disease development. (Etchegary, 201428) 

 

Polling Data Review 

No polls were identified that addressed this topic. 

 
27 Limitations/future research: Genetic determinism scales are often developed in context of particular topics or larger 
studies and are not likely to be very reliable alone; the authors advise others to use the determinism items in the Public 
Understanding and Attitudes towards Genetics and Genomics (PUGGS) questionnaire (described in this paper) along with 
its other sections. The questionnaire includes epigenetics items because, despite low current knowledge, they will allow 
future analyses of how well students understand contemporary genetics and genomics. Further studies are needed into 
the correlation of public attitudes about genomic technologies, knowledge of modern genetics and genomics, and 
deterministic thinking. The PUGGS questionnaire is generalizable to young adult populations with at least a high school 
education in most Western societies, but further studies are needed to validate it in other populations. More research is 
needed to analyze relationships between genetic determinism, genetics and genomics knowledge, and attitudes about 
genetic and genomic-based technologies, say, for use in science education. Multinational comparative studies may also be 
helpful. 
28 Limitations/future research: see footnote 1. 
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VIII. Federal Funding of Genetics Research 
 

Literature Review 

Just two articles in this review mentioned public opinion on federal funding of genetic research.  

In a 2014 study, 57% of Americans said they believe the federal government should spend more on genetic 
research (Almeling & Gadarian, 2014) 

In a broad 2016 literature review, the authors reported that nearly two thirds (64%) of Americans said the U.S. 
government should fund scientific research on developing new gene-therapy treatments. While 44% thought 
the government should fund research on changing human genes before birth in order to reduce the risk of 
certain serious diseases, only 14% supported federal funding for research seeking to improve intelligence or 
physical traits of children. (Blendon et al., 201629) 

 

Polling Data Review 

The December 2018 AP/NORC poll asked whether Americans favored using taxpayer money to finance testing 
to develop gene editing technology. The poll used the phrase “testing on human embryos to develop gene-
editing,” which resulted in 48% opposing and 26% favoring federal funding.  

An older Yale/Syracuse/YouGov poll, from 2011, used more neutral language when asking about federal 
funding—and found that 57% believed the federal government should spend more on genetic research.  

Federal funding of “research on changing genes of unborn babies” was a topic of two questions in a 2016 
Harvard-STAT poll, with only 14% supporting such funding to improve intelligence or physical characteristics 
but 44% supporting federal funding to reduce risk of serious disease. 

  

 
29 Limitations/future research: see footnote 14. 
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